
  

Iron Infusions: 

Patients can now have their IV Iron Injections at our Practice by our experienced 
medical and nursing staff.  

Why is iron important? 
Iron is essential for the body to make haemoglobin, the pigment that makes red blood cells red. When the amount of 

iron in the body gets too low, the haemoglobin level also falls. Once the haemoglobin falls below normal range this is 

known as “iron deficiency anaemia”. 

 

Haemoglobin is very important as it carries oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the body, and if your haemoglobin or 

iron levels are low this may make you feel tired, lethargic, short of breath, lightheaded or not able to carry out your 

normal routine. 

  
Why might I need IV iron?  
The most common way to treat iron deficiency anaemia is to take iron by mouth as a tablet or liquid. For most people 

this approach works well and is usually tried first.  

 

However, IV iron may be required if oral iron is not tolerated, effective or likely to work quickly enough and there is a 

need for rapid increase in iron levels to avoid complications or a blood transfusion. 
 

 

 
What is an iron infusion & how is it given?  
Intravenous or IV means giving something directly into the blood stream through a needle inserted into a vein.  

The needle is attached to a drip that contains iron mixed with a sterile salt water solution, and the fluid is slowly infused 

into the vein where it mixes with the blood in your body.  

 

 

 



Call our friendly reception team on (08) 9495 1230 to book an appointment. 

 

Ferinject® IV Iron Infusion - Cost $114.00 - Medicare Rebates DO apply. 

 

What is Ferinject®?  

Ferinject® is a treatment for patients who have low 

levels of iron in the body. Over time low levels of 

iron can lead to anaemia, where red blood cells are 
either smaller and/or fewer than normal.  

Ferinject® is a special type of iron preparation given through a needle into a vein over 15mins, and requires you stay for 
observation for a further 30 minutes. Note: Rarely (in under 1% of cases), it can cause mild allergic reactions. 

Ferinject® is NOT A BLOOD PRODUCT, and does not have the risks of blood transfusion. It is also considered safe to use 
after the first trimester of pregnancy (when benefits outweigh risks) and during breast feeding. 

What is Ferinject® used for?  

Ferinject® is used to increase the amount of iron in your body. Increasing the iron in your body is intended to reverse 
anaemia or prevent you from becoming anaemic.  

How does Ferinject® work?  

Ferinject® contains iron in the form of tiny particles of iron with a sugar coating. This means that the iron can be released 

into the body over a longer period of time. Iron is required to provide oxygen to the body and also has other important 
roles to play in keeping the body healthy. 

More Information and Resources: 

Iron and Diet Info: https://mytransfusion.com.au/reasons-transfusion/iron-deficiency 

Iron Rich Recipes: http://www.donateblood.com.au/iron-rich-recipes 

https://mytransfusion.com.au/reasons-transfusion/iron-deficiency
http://www.donateblood.com.au/iron-rich-recipes

